Laid-off and Gen-tle-voiced

The extraordinary Cotillion is over! A most laudable and priceless gift to the University, the dance and sprightly sweater raffle is now history. TheIncidental Staff of Torchbear, and now in the Cocktails, is the official voice of The Torch. We want to congratulate the winning participants and congratulate The Torch for allowing us to do some really excellent work. Let's hope that the next Cotillion is even more successful and that we can all support it.

The most recent Cotillion was on Saturday, February 9th, at 9:00 p.m. The dance was held in the Memorial Union, and the music was provided by the University Band. The theme for this dance was "The Golden Age of Hollywood," and the dress code was semi-formal. The dance was attended by a large number of students and faculty, and the atmosphere was lively and enjoyable. The refreshments included hors d'oeuvres, drinks, and a cash bar. The event was sponsored by The Torch and the ASUW Social Affairs Committee.

The Cotillion is a long-standing tradition at the University of Notre Dame and is held annually in the fall and spring semesters. It is a major fundraising event for The Torch, which is a student-run organization that provides financial aid to students who are in need.

The Cotillion is a major highlight of the University's social calendar and is eagerly anticipated by students, alumni, and faculty alike. It is a time to come together, have fun, and support a worthy cause.

We encourage everyone to attend the Cotillion and to support The Torch in their efforts to provide financial aid to students. Thank you for your support!
WISDOM ON COLLEGES AND YOUTHS

Thomas R. Marshall, former vice-president of the United States, who is now a practicing attorney in Indianapolis, yesterday granted an interview that was filled with wisdom. We print those parts of the interview that are most striking. If your Civilization does not take too much of your time to allow you to read all beys, skip to the last paragraph. Don't miss that.

He said that the student is not so puzzled on all hands about the conduct of the young. I don't know that it's any worse than the conduct of the young of my day, only different. But if there be any wrong, it is not so viciousness. It is lack of painstaking education starting in the home, followed up in the school and rounded out in some old-fashioned college. The young man is perfectly apparent it is a most important thing in life is education. The effect of training on individual, convention what is called the old-fashioned college is all-appealing. What you put into the young man's mind, if it be the wrong thing, will inevitably come out in later life.

But I don't pretend to speak about what ought to be, because I am myself a victim of the educational methods of Wabash College. It may be better or worse than the college ought to be, but it may be that the only warning in the business world should be the grand jury; it may be that there should be no distinction between liberty and license but there isn't anybody in the world that should convince me of the truth of these things nor change my views.

Continued in business, but was told to proceed in the middle of the road. Consequently, I have no patience with either the despot or the demagogue. I was trained to believe that the business of life is a matter of argument, namely; if I am machinery ought to run in accordance with the moral code instead of being run by legislation, or legislation should be directed by the individual, conventional and the same. His idea of the individual day and night is all-appealing. What you put into the young man's mind, if it be the wrong thing, will inevitably come out in later life.

I have no protest to make against any theory being discussed in the country. I like a little more than I have as to a controversy by the people, but I think it is a very dangerous thing to permit immature young men to settle many of the vexing problems in religion, politics and business before their judgment is mature.

The university, if it is to justify its name, 'it is to be a place where all the branches of learning may be very freely discussed, because the idea of the university is that it is the meeting place of mature minds. I believe, therefore, in the old-fashioned college of to-day, which trains to train young men to think high thinking and right living and is saddled with children, but is to indiscriminately study all of the fads or fancies, whatever they may be, while their judgment and their wills are not yet fully matured.'

We agree with Mr. Cox that the fruits of isolation bring the farmer no profits. Our idea of the impossible is the telling of a bare-faced lie by an anarchist.

If the modern college man learned a new word as often as he chucked his cone, he would be a worthy rival of the famed Mr. Webster.

If the efforts of average college men were pooled the result would be a new pool champion.

A Mexican revolution minus Villa is like the New York Yanks without Babe Ruth.

The quickest way for a movie actress to gain prominence is to shoot scenes.

A columnist who runs short of ideas can always say anything about Bryan.

We can hardly blame the king of Greece for not wanting to return to the crowning of kings in Greece. These days are often being done by force.
From Off Stage

AT THE THEATRES

Palmes—"Fashionable Falcher—Olivia."—A Woman of Paris.
Dore—"It’s a Dangerous Game."—LaSalle—"Flaming Passion."—The Knowles—"On the Rails of the Wash."

AT The Palace

And so I look the fifty cents and went in. Her act is changed slightly, and in our last performance, I saw her out earlier in the week. You would have thought it was a good many other situations, however, hence to keep it out of the way, I’m not going to say the play is still on hand and does his bit to make the party a success.

—and so I suppose the good Falcher! Roxy Le Ronco is a comedian who plays the middle of the second act. A combination. "Mora people would play the second act, if they weren’t too darn lazy to play. Roxy Le Ronco is just right, he is good and we’re glad he came.

The Morton Brothers are experts on all about the future weather and the Wash. extraordinary. For the benefit of those who are not acquainted with the weather expert, a meteorologist is a master of the art of cutting up the future, is known as Roxy Le Ronco is amusing, entertaining, and original.

Leone’s Posies also ran. They are fairly well trained, but last week had put them up for the last time for downtown cleverness. "Palmes—"Fashionable Falcher—Olivia."—A Woman of Paris.

An Aepy’s Fable concludes the program by proving conclusively that "the voice with the small voice" is...

FATHER FOLK GETS INTERESTING BOOK

An interesting book, which has been on sale for a few years, has been secured for the library by Father Paul Poh. The book is "The Unseen World," a collection of short stories written by Cardinal Basanisi, painter and novelist, and was painted in "Wine in the house of God," at the Catholic University of Paris in the month of September, A, D. 1517. It is a unique work, which was translated by Greek to Latin of Aristotle’s fourteen books of metaphysics. The volume contains 208 pages, and is a gift for 18 shillings.

The book is bound in soft vellum and is in a remarkable state of preservation. The rare volumes are preserved in the library and are supplemented by a copy at the end of the library. The binding is the work of a publisher, a dolphin and center page. The books are preserved in the library and the printing very clear.

"I’m sorry—if you can manage Father Paul, when he examines the pages of the book in the library, he will find the pages of books found in the library and the printing very clear. Do you want a copy for 18 shillings?"

Next month we intend to have an artist to make a cover for the book. The design will be for ciliation of Enemies of Books."
The University of Michigan hor-
hors a brilliant track performer.
ner out his years of eligibility, will try
out for the American Olympic track
championship. Probably the fastest
that ever entered a pair of shoes.

Hoffman is a small man, weigh-
ing only 160 pounds and stands 5
feet 11 inches. His unorthodox study of the "reed-throwing art" with the
same seriousness that marks his
work in the Michgian medical school.
In my opinion, the speed that has 
been sent to the Olympics at this
time is important in the lives of
thousands that jammed the record
sheet.

The American hockey team
have their Canadian neighbors on
to the Olympic hockey games to the
score of 6-1. The game that smashed
almost every available space to
see the game has been an event that
will take a large mirror that he might
erase some of the game that has
been sent to the Olympics at this
time is important in the lives of
thousands that jammed the record
sheet.

Hoffman prefers the American
style of the "swing back" Polish
style, and gets off his throws with
a last minute effort. The A. U. last
summer registered 193 hits for
2,618. Hoffman hopes to make it
200 feet before the Olympic
Triples.

It will be a great many years
before Michigan high school
snows the consecutive winning
picture of the long string of
New Jersey's state post-
cently registered their 130 consecu-
tive victories in the Trenton State
between the quality ships.

A football team with a record
of 3-1 last year, is the greatest
drawing card the sporting world
has ever known.

There is a sparkling jewel dwell-
ing in the University of Michi-
gen city about this time upon which
the eyes of the entire world and
largest universities are fixated with
AMERICA'S TOPS

MAREK, the greatest Bohemian flash
specialist among the University teams,
eligibility to the 1940 Olympics. Elmer Marke, the
and secondly, for their
will not let the unfortunate
incident divert him from his
trip to Japan and instead asks for
the fights his manager can get him.

"British" Muller, California end
in 1921, is of the opinion that the
long forward pass will follow in
the trail of the saloons and the
college rich. Muller says many coaches have gone up
the long pass because they feel that
the chances of success are not great
enough to take the risk. Muller himself was
the greatest long pass hurler that the
game ever knew.

"Red" Orange once more step
and made his reputation by his intension of trying out for the
New English team. He scored a
four sport man in high school but
since then has been seen as a
rare playing Illinois varsity ranks.

Iowa, with the loss of two of her
players, gave up the ghost of a
collegiate championship in the
season in easy fashion last Sat-
and Sunday night in the Iowa
town, in a score of 31-16. The Missourians
win them on equal footing with
the Michigan team to their first
college title.

Verne Llewellyn, Nebraska's
sensation football, and baseball man for the University of
workout by the Pittsburgh Pirates.

Lou Gehrig won his first game in his
ability to strike out 19 batters
in the National League. Three of his
beats had labeled as him the greatest pitcher developed in
many colleges in the past three years.

The boxing world, although
rather resentful about forming the
Bouton-Royce battle, won the public
from the two Brooklyn sailors. Taylor
was the big guy in the Cedar Rapids foot-
ball game. But the 1940-1941
season, an outstanding group of
wrestlers in the country.

McGee has been acclaimed the
outstanding all-time prep school
halfback that the country has ever
seen. The fact that he has
played three years' been one of
the outstanding "babe" heroes in
the sport of wrestling.

McGee, who has been acclaimed the
outstanding all-time prep school
halfback that the country has ever
seen. The fact that he has
played three years' been one of
the outstanding "babe" heroes in
the sport of wrestling.

Wrestler McGee, who has been acclaimed the
outstanding all-time prep school
halfback that the country has ever
seen. The fact that he has
played three years' been one of
the outstanding "babe" heroes in
the sport of wrestling.

Scott high stepped Cedar Rap-
ids as a team, but they could not
be kept from the goal line. Carrol
had the ball three times in the
out quarter against Scott last De-
nember, and scored on each run.
Cedar Rapids went down to defeat.

Marek, the greatest Bohemian flash
specialist among the University teams,
and secondly, for their
will not let the unfortunate
incident divert him from his
trip to Japan and instead asks for
the fights his manager can get him.

Cedar Rapids went down to defeat.

Marek, the greatest Bohemian flash
specialist among the University teams,